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We present the optical properties of a plasmonic nanogap formed between a silver metallic

nanoparticle and an extended silver film that shows a strong enhancement in the spontaneous

emission rate over the whole visible range. In particular, we use three-dimensional finite difference

time domain calculations to study the spontaneous emission rate and the quantum efficiency of an

emitting material placed within the gap region as a function of the geometrical parameters of the

plasmonic nanogap. Our calculations reveal that the enhancements in the total decay rate can be

divided into two regions as a function of wavelength; region I spans the wavelength range from

350 nm to 500 nm and peaks at approximately at 400 nm. Region II covers the spectral range between

500 nm and 1000 nm. The enhancements in total decay rate in region I are mainly dominated by

Ohmic losses by the metal, while the enhancements in total decay rate in region II are mainly

dominated by radiative decay rate enhancements. Furthermore, our calculations show over 100 times

enhancement in the spontaneous emission rate in region II. We combine this with quantum efficiency

enhancements of almost 30 times from materials with low intrinsic quantum efficiencies and only a

small reduction in efficiency from those with high intrinsic quantum efficiencies. All results appear

easily achievable using realistic geometrical parameters and simple synthesis techniques. These

results are attributed to the strong field confinements in the nanogap region. The structures are of

high interest for both the fundamental understanding of light mater interactions under extreme

electromagnetic field confinements and also potential applications in quantum optics and Raman

spectroscopy. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4864018]

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, controlling the spontaneous emission of

an active emitter such as a single molecule or a quantum dot

has attracted much attention because of its potential applica-

tions in the area of quantum optics and also as a subject of

great fundamental interest.1–13 Quantitatively, the modifica-

tions in spontaneous emission rate for an optical resonator

can be described through the Purcell factor14

FP ¼
CT

C0

¼ 3

4p2

Q

V

k
n

� �3

; (1)

here CT is the modified emission rate, C0 is the free space

emission rate, Q is the quality factor of the optical resonator

and it is a measure of the confinement lifetime of photons by

the optical resonator, V is the mode volume of the resonator

and is a measure of the spatial confinement of the optical

field by the resonator, and n is the refractive index of the res-

onator medium. Here, it is also worth noting that the Purcell

factor depends on both the magnitude and direction of the

electromagnetic field associated with the optical resonator at

the spectral and spatial position of the emitting dipole.15

Fundamentally, there are two main approaches to con-

trol the spontaneous emission of light; the first is using

dielectric based resonators5 and the second is using

plasmonic nanostructures.1–3,6–12 The first approach focuses

mainly on optimising the Q factor of the optical resonator,

this provides a large Purcell factor over a very narrow band-

width of �0.01 nm–0.1 nm.5,16,17 However, for room temper-

ature applications, optical emitters exhibit broad band

emission width. For example, the spectral linewidth of single

conjugated polymer molecules can range between 5 nm (Ref.

18) and 40 nm,19 the spectral linewidth for a single colloidal

quantum dot is 15 nm (Ref. 1) and the linewidth of a nitrogen

vacancy centre in a diamond nanocrystal is 100 nm.17 As a

result, the coupling of a broad bandwidth emitter into a

dielectric resonator is weak and predominantly controlled by

the ability of the resonator to provide a small mode volume

V. Theoretically, the minimum value for V is determined by

the diffraction limit V ¼ ð k
2nÞ

3
and that corresponds to a max-

imum Purcell factor of FP ¼ 6
p2 Qm, where Qm is the emitting

material quality factor.15 However, achieving a diffraction

limited dielectric optical resonator is not a trivial task. So

far, microspheres,20 micropillars,21,22 and photonic crystals23

have provided mode volumes ranging between

1120ð k
2nÞ

3 � 0:8ð k
2nÞ

3
. Despite these achievements in dielec-

tric optical resonators, the reduced mode volume associated

with these cavities leads to non-directional radiation patterns

and very poor free space input/output light coupling effi-

ciency. This limits their use in many applications in

nanophotonics.24

Recently, plasmonic nanocavities25 have emerged as

attractive structures in which to achieve both a very smalla)a.adawi@hull.ac.uk
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mode volume V � 0:03ð k
2nÞ

3
(Ref. 26) and also a high collec-

tion efficiency of up to 70%.11 These superior properties of

plasmonic nanocavities over dielectric optical resonators

make them attractive approach to many nanophotonic applica-

tions such as room temperature single-photon nanosources27

and room temperature nanolasers.28,29

Several theoretical and experimental attempts to design

and fabricate plasmonic nanocavities for the modification of

the spontaneous emission rate at optical frequencies have

been already considered. For example, Kuttge et al.30 pre-

dicted a Purcell factor of 2000 from an Ag/SiO2/Ag nanopil-

lar with a Q factor of 32 and a mode volume of 0:0026ð k
2nÞ

3
.

Vesseur et al.6 used boundary-element-method (BEM) calcu-

lations to design V groove gold nanocavities for enhancing

the spontaneous emission rate. Purcell factors above 2000

are predicted in the near infrared region from cavities of Q
factor of 10–50 and mode volume of 0:006ð k

2nÞ
3
. Chowdhury

et al.31 used finite difference time domain (FDTD) calcula-

tions to investigate how fluorescence is modified in the pres-

ence of two silver nanoparticles of a dimer system, both as a

function of the nanoparticle size and the separation between

the two silver nanoparticles. They predicted over 5000-fold

enhancements in the total radiated power. Experimentally,

Muskens et al.32 demonstrated 5-fold enhancements in the

emission rate of fluorescent dye molecules coupled into a

gold dimer. Furthermore, Kinkhabwala et al.13 experimen-

tally reported 1340 times enhancement in the fluorescence of

a single molecule incorporated into a gold bowtie nanoan-

tenna system. Kravets et al.33 showed over 40-fold enhance-

ments in the far field emission signal of an organic layer

integrated into the surface of vertically aligned composite

plasmonic nanostructures. Esteban et al.11 designed a silver

patch antenna for single photon applications, with almost 34

times enhancement in the total emission rate and 14 times

enhancement in the radiative decay rate over the visible

range. This yielded an overall quantum efficiency of 0.4 for

the emitter-patch antenna system. Recently, Russell et al.7

demonstrated experimentally around 1000-fold enhance-

ments in the radiative emission rate of an Alq3 layer coupled

to a nanogap formed between a silver nanowire and a silver

substrate, a structure similar to those proposed by Esteban

et al.11 In spite of the importance of these studies, up to now

there is no systematic study on how the geometrical parame-

ters of these nanogaps affect the emission process and the

quantum efficiency of an emitting dipole.

In this paper, we present systematic and detailed three-

dimensional FDTD calculations on how the total decay rate

CT, the radiative decay rate Crad, the nonradiative decay rate

Cnr, and the quantum efficiency (emission probability) of an

emitting dipole are modified in the presence of a plasmonic

nanogap. The nanogap is formed between a spherical silver

nanoparticle of diameter D and an extended silver film of

thickness t separated by a gap of width d as illustrated in

Fig. 1. In the simulations, we assumed the refractive index of

the gap n¼ 1.5 mimicking an inert organic host matrix such

as PMMA. Our particular motivation for this design is to cre-

ate plasmonic nanogaps capable of enhancing the radiative

decay rate Crad of an organic molecule. Clearly, as most or-

ganic materials emit light at visible wavelengths, we aim to

enhance the radiative decay rate Crad and suppress the nonra-

diative decay rate Cnr due to Ohmic losses over the whole

visible range. The advantages of our proposed nanogaps over

those used in other works are that our nanogaps do not

require complicated and expensive fabrication techniques

such as focused ion beam lithography or electron beam li-

thography. Simple chemical synthesis techniques can be

used to synthesise the metallic nanoparticles in different

shapes and size. The organic layer and the extended silver

film can be fabricated by simple deposition techniques such

as spin coating and thermal evaporation. A high degree of

control over the nanogap width can be achieved by control-

ling the thickness of the organic layer d. This allows us to

precisely control the relative contribution of Crad and Cnr

into the total decay rate CT. This approach allowed us to

achieve over 100 times enhancements in Crad combined with

emitter-nanogap system quantum efficiency /m in the range

of 0.54–0.71 from organic molecules of intrinsic quantum ef-

ficiency /0 less than 0.7. The calculations indicated that over

100-fold enhancements in Crad combined with /m � 0:71

from organic molecules of intrinsic quantum efficiency in

the range of 0.7–1 are achievable.

II. METHODS

The optical properties of the investigated nanogaps are

simulated with a 3D FDTD method using the free available

Meep software package34 in which Maxwell’s equations are

rigorously solved. In our calculations, we followed the pro-

cedure proposed by Kaminski et al.35 for calculating the

decay rate components of an emitting dipole placed in

the proximity of a metallic structure. In the calculations, the

emitting molecule is represented by a classical dipole with

an oscillating field in the z-direction and located at the gap

centre (0,0,0) except if we specify otherwise. The normalised

total decay rate CT

C0
and the normalised radiative decay rate

Crad

C0
relative to the radiative decay rate of the emitting dipole

in free space C0 were computed by considering the

relations36

CT

C0

¼ PT

P0

;
Crad

C0

¼ Prad

P0

; (2)

FIG. 1. A schematic drawing of the plasmonic nanogap investigated in this

work.
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where P0 is the power radiated by the emitting dipole in free

space, PT is the total power dissipated by the emitting dipole

in the presence of the metal, and Prad is the power radiated

by the emitter-nanogap system. The nonradiative decay rate

Cnr and the Purcell factor Fp can then be calculated via the

relations Cnr ¼ CT � Crad and FP ¼ CT

C0
, respectively. The

quantum efficiency of the emitter-nanogap system /m can be

written as

/m ¼
Crad

CT þ knr
; (3)

where knr is the intrinsic nonradiative decay rate of the emit-

ting dipole in free space. The quantum efficiency of the

emitter-nanogap system /m can be related to the free space

quantum efficiency /0 ¼ C0

C0þknr
through the relation

/m ¼

Crad

C0

CT

C0

þ 1

/0

� 1

� � : (4)

In all our calculations, we employed a grid spacing of 1 nm

in each direction. Boundary conditions were implemented

by introducing a perfect matching layer around the struc-

ture. In the simulations, we modelled the silver structures

using a Lorentz-Drude model,37 this incorporates the

frequency-dependent effects of silver and other dispersive

materials. Meep supports this through the form of a sum of

harmonic resonances and a frequency independent term, all

of which were modelled on well cited experimental optical

constants.38 As can be seen in Fig. 1, the nanogap is para-

meterised by three parameters; the diameter of the spherical

silver nanoparticle D, the nanogap width d, and the thick-

ness of the extended silver film t. In the calculations, we

have varied D from 20 nm to 250 nm with 10 nm incre-

ments, d from 12 nm to 60 nm with 2 nm increments, and t
from 30 nm to 250 nm.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to formulate a general understanding into the

strength of the different possible decay rates in the nanogaps,

we began by comparing the total decay rate enhancements

(Purcell factor) FP ¼ CT

C0
to the radiative decay rate enhance-

ments Crad

C0
for a z-field oscillating dipole located at the centre

of a nanogap. Taking a gap of width d¼ 28 nm between a

100 nm silver particle and a 100 nm thick extended silver

film, we present this as a function of free space wavelength.

Figure 2 summarises these results. The enhancements in CT

C0

can be divided into two regions; region I spans the wave-

length range from 350 nm to 500 nm and peaks at approxi-

mately 400 nm, close to the surface plasmon resonance

(SPR) of a planar silver film.9 Region II consists of a broad

enhancement peak that covers the spectral range between

500 nm and 1000 nm and peaks close to 570 nm. By compar-

ing CT

C0
to Crad

C0
, it becomes clear that the enhancements in CT in

region I are mainly dominated by Ohmic losses by the metal,

while the enhancements in CT in region II are mainly domi-

nated by radiative decay rate enhancements. From this

observation, we conclude that region II is well suited for

applications which require enhancements in the radiative

emission rate of a broad emission bandwidth emitter.

Further, simulations were carried out to briefly study the

effects of changing the metal structures from silver to gold.

It is previously known that both the SPR of a planar film and

the local SPR of gold nanostructures are at a longer wave-

length to that of silver.39 The simulation results agree with

this and again show similar effects and regions of enhance-

ment to that of silver, albeit at longer wavelengths. Region I

dominated by Ohmic losses peaks at 530 nm, close to the

SPR of a gold planar film39 and region II consisting of broad

twin peaks at 620 nm and 710 nm. Region II again is domi-

nated mainly by radiative decay rate enhancements and

would be suitable for similar broadband emitters between

600 nm and 1000 nm. From the above discussion, it is clear

that the spectral position of region I is mainly determined by

the nature of the plasmonic material used.

Figure 3 illustrates the electric field amplitude jEj and

its real z-component (Ez) at the wavelength of the peak posi-

tion of region I (k¼ 394 nm), peak position of region II

(k¼ 570 nm), and at shoulder of region II (k¼ 676 m). In all

cases, the field is strongly localised and enhanced within the

nanogap. The field distribution at the peak position of region

I has a narrow spatial distribution with the field maximum

close to the metal surfaces. However, the field distribution at

the peak position of region II extends laterally to around

�100 nm with a field maximum close the silver nanoparticle

surface. In all cases, the field amplitude jEj consists of two

lateral lobes, one above the nanoparticle and the other below

the nanoparticle, which indicate that plasmonic modes

excited in the nanoparticle are associated with dipole

moments perpendicular to the planar silver film.40

From the enhancements in region II, we deduced a

Purcell factor of FP ¼ CT

C0
¼ 58, radiative decay rate enhance-

ments of
CradII

C0
¼ 45 times yielding a quantum efficiency of

/m¼ 0.77 from the emitter-nanogap system and a mode vol-

ume V ¼ 0:02ð k
2nÞ

3
almost 50 times smaller than the diffrac-

tion limit. The Purcell factor and the quantum efficiency

FIG. 2. The calculated enhancements in the total decay rate (Purcell factor)

and the radiative emission rate from a nanogap of width 28 nm formed

between a silver nanoparticle of diameter of a 100 nm and an extended film

thickness of 100 nm.
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predicted in this work are almost two times higher than those

predicted by Esteban et al.11 from silver based optical patch

antennas. For comparison, we also calculated the enhance-

ments in the radiative decay rate Crad

C0
from a similar nanogap

formed between a 100 nm diameter silver cylinder with its

major axis perpendicular to the plane and an extended silver

film. The calculations showed that the enhancements from

the sphere based nanogap are 1.25 to 1.7 times higher than

the enhancements from a 100 nm diameter disk of heights

ranging between 100 nm and 20 nm. The physical reason for

this would appear to stem from the loss in symmetry in the

structure and the different modes associated with the cylin-

der do not align with the fields from the z-oriented dipole.

The relative contribution of the radiative decay rate and

the nonradiative decay rate into the total enhancement in the

decay rate depends on the distance between the emitting

dipole and the plasmonic nanostructure. This distance deter-

mines if the dipole is coupled to far field radiation or

absorbed nonradiatively by the metal. Therefore, by varying

the gap width d, the interplay between the radiative decay

rate and the nonradiative decay rate can be controlled.

Figure 4 shows a systematic comparison of CT and Crad for a

gap of width d varying between 12 nm and 60nm formed

between a 100 nm silver particle and a 100 nm thick

extended silver film. In the calculations, we placed the dipole

at the centre of the gap and assumed the intrinsic quantum

efficiency of the emitting dipole is 1. In particular, we plot

CT (black line) and Crad (red line) integrated over the spec-

tral range of region I and II (350 nm to 1000 nm) along with

CTII
(green line) and CradII

(blue line) integrated over the

spectral range of region II (500 nm to 1000 nm). For compar-

ison, we also plot the enhancements in Crad (orange line)

from a structure without the extended silver film. As it can

be seen, both CT and Crad drop rapidly with increasing gap

width d, as expected2 and for all values of d, CradII
is greater

than Crad. Furthermore, for gap widths between 12 nm and

25 nm, 60% to 43% of the enhancements in CT stem from

Ohmic losses by the metal. On the contrary, when we con-

sider the enhancements in CTII
over the same gap width

range, we find that only 30% of the enhancements in CTII
are

due to Ohmic losses by the metal. Recently, Chen et al.41

theoretically investigated the enhancements in the radiative

decay rate using a nanogap. This was formed between a me-

tallic nanoparticle and a planner dielectric layer and studied

as a function of the refractive index the dielectric layer. For

a dielectric layer of refractive index of 1.5 mimicking an or-

ganic host matrix, the predicted enhancements are of the

same order to what we predicted in this work from a struc-

ture without the extended silver film (see Fig. 4). However,

the quantum efficiency for such system is only 0.3, almost

half of what we predicted by placing the emitting dipole into

a plasmonic cavity. Another fundamental difference between

our design and the one proposed by Chen et al. is that our

design is able to enhance the decay rate over the whole visi-

ble range while the one proposed by Chen et al. is only lim-

ited to a 100 nm bandwidth.

In the calculations presented in Fig. 4, we assumed that

/0¼ 1, however for many organic molecules /0< 1. To get

further insight into the relative contribution of CradII
and CnrII

into the emitter-nanogap system, we used the results in

Figure 3 and Eq. (3) to relate the quantum efficiency of the

emitter-nanogap system /m into the intrinsic quantum effi-

ciency /0 of the emitting dipole as a function of the gap

width d. In Fig. 5(a), we plot /m integrated over the spectral

range of region II as a function of /0 and d for a gap formed

between a 100 nm silver particle and a 100 nm thick

extended silver film. The dependence of /m on /0 and d can

be split into three distinctive regions. First region applies for

/0< 0.08. In this region, /m decreases with increasing d as

illustrated in Fig. 5(b). Therefore, for applications

FIG. 3. The magnitude of the total electric field (jEj) and the real part of the

z-component of the field within the nanogap at wavelengths (a) 394 nm, (b)

570 nm, and (c) 676 nm. Part (a) corresponds to the peak enhancement of

region I, part (b) to the peak enhancement of region II, and part (c) corre-

sponds to the shoulder of region II. It should be noted that the fields in part

(c) are scaled up by a factor of 2 relative to the fields in part (a) and (b).

FIG. 4. Calculated enhancements in CT

C0
(black line), CRad

C0
(blue line),

CTII

C0
(red

line), and
CRadII

C0
(green line) as a function of the gap-width d for a nanogap of

D¼ 100 nm and t¼ 100 nm. For comparison, we also plot the enhancements

in radiative decay rate of a single sphere of diameter a 100 nm placed at a

distance d from a z-polarised oscillating dipole (orange line).
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involving the use of very low quantum efficiency emitting

materials, a small gap width has to be used. For example,

poly(3-hexylthiophene) P3HT, has /0¼ 0.02,42 thus /m can

be as high as 0.57 using a nanogap of width 12 nm with

30-fold enhancements in the quantum efficiency. Our pre-

dicted enhancements are 10 times higher than those pre-

dicted by O’Carroll et al.43 using a single nanowire antenna.

The second region applies for 0:08 < /0 < 0:4. In this

region, at the beginning /m increases with increasing d to

reach a maximum value then drops with further increasing of

d as can be seen in Figure 5(b). The observed behaviour of

/m with /0 and d in the first and second region depends on

the interplay between the values of
CTII

C0
,

CradII

C0
, and knr

C0
. The

third region applies for /0 > 0:4, where /m increases with

increasing d as can be seen in Fig. 5(b). In this region, the

behaviour of /m against /0 and d can be understood as fol-

lows; for /0 > 0:4, the term knr

C0
is very small compared to the

term
CTII

C0
and thus can be ignored; therefore, the behaviour of

/m is predominantly controlled by the term
CradII

CTII
, which

increases with increasing d. This is a result of the reduction

in the Ohmic losses with increasing d. Another interesting

finding is that for intrinsic quantum efficiency /0 less than

0.62, the quantum efficiency of the emitter-nanogap system

/m is larger or equal to /0 for all values of d.

Next, we study the enhancements in CTII
and CradII

as a

function of the size of the silver nanoparticle D. In these cal-

culations, we fixed the gap width at a value of d¼ 28 nm and

the thickness of the extended silver film at t¼ 100. In Fig.

6(a), we plot the enhancements in CTII
(black line) and CradII

(red line) integrated over the spectral range of region II as a

function of the nanoparticle size D. The enhancements in

both CTII
and CradII

increase strongly with increasing D and

peak around D� 180 nm, then drop slightly for D> 180 nm.

To get further insight into the origin of this behaviour, we

plot in Fig. 6(b) the enhancements in CT (Purcell factor) ver-

sus free space wavelength for a gap of width d¼ 28 nm

formed using particles of size 30 nm, 120 nm, and 180 nm.

For a particle of diameter D¼ 30 nm, the enhancements in

CT are predominantly located in region I, close to the surface

plasmon resonance of a planar silver film. With increasing

D, enhancements in region II start to evolve as illustrated in

Fig. 6(b). These results are in agreement with the work of

Chowdhury et al.44 and Jun et al.9 who attributed the evolu-

tion of region II with increasing the particle size to higher

order enhancement modes45 and to tight confinements of the

modes within the cavity.9 In addition, the peak position of

region II shifts to a longer wavelength with increasing D as

expected from a circular cavity.46 For our spectral range of

interest, enhancements in region II take their maximum

value at D� 180 nm.

FIG. 5. Part (a) shows the calculated emitter-nanogap quantum efficiency

/m as a function of the intrinsic quantum efficiency /0 and the gap-width d
for a nanogap of D¼ 100 nm and t¼ 100 nm. Part (b) shows the calculated

emitter-nanogap quantum efficiency /m as a function the gap-width d for

different values of /0.

FIG. 6. Part (a) shows
CTII

C0
(black line) and

CRadII

C0
(red line) as a function of

the silver nanoparticle diameter D for a nanogap of d¼ 28 nm and

t¼ 100 nm. Part (b) shows
CT

C0
as a function of the vacuum wavelength for a

gap of width d¼ 28 nm, a diameter D¼ 30 nm (black line), D¼ 120 nm (red

line) and D¼ 180 nm (blue line), and t¼ 100 nm.
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So far, we have investigated the dependence of the

enhancements of the spontaneous emission rate on the gap-

width d and particle size D. Another parameter that could

potentially influence the enhancements of CTII
and CradII

, is

the thickness of the extended silver film t. Our calculations

showed that both CTII
and CradII

have no clear dependence on

t illustrating the near field nature of the field enhancements

of the system. However, changing t allows us to manipulate

the ratio between the light emitted in forward direction rela-

tive to the light emitted in backward direction.

Up to now, in all our calculations, we placed the emit-

ting dipole at the nanogap centre, however the relative con-

tribution of the radiative decay rate and the nonradiative

decay rate into the total enhancement of the decay rate

depends on the vertical position z of the emitting dipole. To

investigate this effect, we calculate the Purcell factor
CTII

C0
and

enhancements in the radiative decay rate
CRadII

C0
integrated

over the spectral range of region II as a function of the dipole

position z for a nanogap of width 28 nm formed between a

silver sphere of diameter D¼ 100 nm and a 100 nm extended

silver film. The results of these calculations are illustrated in

Fig. 7(a). The dependence of
CTII

C0
on z takes the form of an

asymmetric U shape around z¼ 0. This stems from the asym-

metric nature of the investigated structure around the z¼ 0

plane (see Fig. 1). On the other hand,
CRadII

C0
increases with

increasing z. To quantify the relation between the radiative

decay rate and the nonradiative decay rate with the position

of the emitting dipole, we plot in Fig. 7(b) the relation

between /m as a function of z for different values of /0. For

materials of /0> 0.26, /m peaks at z¼ 1 nm, with less than

12% variation in /m within the 10 nm central region. For

materials of /0< 0.26, /m peaks around z� 5 nm with a

steep variation in /m with increasing z within the 10 nm cen-

tral region as can be seen in Figure 7(b). The results in Fig.

7(b) suggest that for materials of low quantum efficiency

/0< 0.26, it is important to position the emitting material

5 nm above the gap centre to optimise the quantum effi-

ciency. For materials of /0> 0.26, the optimum position for

locating the active material is at the centre of the nanogap.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have used FDTD calculations to

model the optical modifications in the spontaneous emission

rate and the quantum efficiency of an emitting dipole placed

within a plasmonic nanogap. The nanogap is formed between

a silver nanoparticle and an extended silver film and the opti-

cal modifications are presented as a function of the gap geo-

metrical parameters. Over 100 times enhancements in the

radiative spontaneous emission rate combined with a mode

volume of 0:02ð k
2nÞ

3
(almost 50 times smaller than the dif-

fraction limit) can be achieved over the whole visible range

using realistic geometrical parameters. Further to that, our

calculations showed that a plasmonic nanogap of width

18 nm formed between a 100 nm silver nanoparticle and an

extend silver film provides 110 times enhancement in the

radiative emission rate of materials of intrinsic quantum effi-

ciency in the range of 0:7 � /0 � 0:02. This is combined

with 1 to 27 times enhancements in the quantum efficiency.

Our calculations indicate the same gap provides over 110-

fold enhancements in the radiative emission rate of materials

of intrinsic quantum efficiency /0 � 0:7 while maintaining a

quantum efficiency of about 0.71 over the whole visible

range. These structures are of great interest for both funda-

mental light mater interaction studies and potential applica-

tions in quantum optics and Raman spectroscopy.
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